Isomer-specific, high-resolution photoelectron spectra of cryogenically cooled pyridinide anions obtained using slow photoelectron velocitymap imaging are presented. New vibrational structure in the detachment spectrum of para-pyridinide is resolved, and the spectra of meta-and ortho-pyridinide are reported for the first time. These spectra yield electron affinities of 1.4797(5), 1.4473(5), and 0.8669(7) eV for the para-, meta-, and ortho-pyridyl radicals, respectively, as well as a number of vibrational frequencies for each neutral isomer. While most of the resolved structure in all three spectra is readily assigned by comparison to B3LYP/6-311+G * Franck-Condon simulations, the para-pyridinide spectrum shows newly resolved fine structure attributed to anharmonic coupling within the vibrational manifold of the corresponding neutral radical. Isomeric trends in the photoelectron angular distributions are rationalized by approximating the detached anion orbitals as superpositions of s-, p-, and d-like hydrogenic orbitals, based on an application of Sanov's generalized mixing model [D. Khuseynov et al., J. Chem. Phys. 141, 124312 (2014)]. The presented experimental and theoretical results are used to address the relative energies of the anion and neutral isomers, as well as the site-specific bond dissociation energies of pyridine.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nitrogen-containing aromatic heterocycles such as pyridine (C5H5N) are common building blocks of coal and other high energy density materials. [1] [2] [3] [4] Combustion of these species contributes to atmospheric NOx formation; 5 thus, studies of the thermal decomposition of pyridine are important for understanding the environmental impact of such fuels. 6 The chemistry of pyridine and its derivatives are also of interest to astronomers, particularly following the observation of nitrogen-containing compounds in the atmosphere of Titan. 7, 8 Mechanistic studies of the thermal decomposition of pyridine have established that the first step is hydrogen loss resulting in formation of the o-, m-, or p-pyridyl radical, shown in Fig. 1 . [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] Due to the prevalence of pyridine and the products of its decomposition in a wide range of chemical environments, spectroscopic characterization of the pyridyl radicals is of considerable interest. In this work, high-resolution anion photoelectron spectroscopy (PES) of cryogenically cooled pyridinide anions is used to obtain isomer-specific spectra that reflect the vibronic structure of the neutral pyridyl radicals, providing quantitative and qualitative insight into these species.
Pyridyl radicals have been characterized using several methods aimed at understanding their inherent molecular properties as well as their reactivity and thermochemistry. [14] [15] [16] [17] The H-loss channels that result from ultraviolet photodissociation of m-and o-pyridyl have been observed by Lucas and co-workers, 18, 19 who used photolysis of 3-and 2-bromopyridine to generate the desired radical isomers. Korte et al. 20 used a similar method based on photolytic cleavage of a halogen-carbon bond to obtain a matrix infrared spectrum of the products, reporting several weak vibrational signatures attributed to the pyridyl radicals. Electron spin resonance spectroscopy, which is specifically sensitive to radical species, has been used to observe the pyridyl radicals in inert matrices [21] [22] [23] and in aqueous solution. 24 Whereas free radicals are typically highly reactive species that can be difficult to isolate in a laboratory experiment, the corresponding closed-shell anions are relatively long-lived in the gas phase and can readily be mass-selected prior to spectroscopic investigation. Thus, a versatile approach to characterization of neutral radicals is anion photoelectron spectroscopy (PES) of mass-selected anions. 25 PES of molecular anions simultaneously probes the electronic and vibrational structure of the corresponding neutrals, provided the spectral resolution is sufficient, and the photoelectron angular dependence can provide insight into the molecular orbital on the anion from which the electron is detached. 26 This strategy has been used previously by several groups to obtain spectroscopic access to the p-pyridyl radical by photodetachment of the p-pyridinide anion. [27] [28] [29] In all of these studies, pyridinide anions were generated by gas phase deprotonation of pyridine, so only the p-pyridinide isomer was formed owing to the observed regioselectivity of this process. 30 To date, the highest-resolution photoelectron spectrum of the p-pyridinide anion is that reported by Wren and co-workers, 27 who observed an isolated vibrational origin with 11 meV fullwidth at half-maximum (FWHM) followed by increasingly complex and partially resolved vibrational structure. This work provided an electron affinity (EA) of 1.480(6) eV as well as two vibrational frequencies (600 ± 20 and 1010 ± 50 cm −1 ) for the p-pyridyl radical. With experimental gas phase acidity measurements, this EA was used to obtain a bond dissociation enthalpy (BDE) of 110.4 ± 2.0 kcal mol −1 for the C 4 H bond (see Fig. 1 ) of pyridine.
Subsequent work using photoelectron imaging of the p-pyridinide anion was reported by Culberson and co-workers. 28 This spectrum did not show any vibrational structure, but the photoelectron angular distribution (PAD) was used as a test case for the mixed-sp model developed by Sanov, 31 which provides an intuitive framework for understanding how experimental PADs are related to the hybridization of anion orbitals. This model has been successfully used to assess the PADs for detachment from a number of organic anions. 29, 32, 33 Slow electron velocity-map imaging (SEVI) is a variant of traditional anion PES wherein a velocity-map imaging (VMI) detection scheme and a tunable detachment laser are combined to obtain narrow windows of the photoelectron spectrum with submillielectron volt resolution, which are then concatenated to give a full highresolution spectrum. 34, 35 By cooling ions to internal temperatures of ∼10 K prior to detachment (cryo-SEVI), rotational broadening and spectral congestion are minimized, yielding transitions as narrow as 1.2 cm −1 FWHM that reflect the vibronic structure of the corresponding neutral. 36, 37 Cryo-SEVI has been highly successful in revealing subtleties in the vibronic structure of a number of aromatic radicals; 32, [38] [39] [40] [41] in cases where multiple radical isomers are possible, reaction of appropriate trimethylsilyl (TMS) substituted precursors with fluoride anions has enabled acquisition of isomer-specific spectra. 32, 40, 41 Here, we use this approach to obtain cryo-SEVI spectra for the three anion isomers of deprotonated pyridine. These results represent the first reported photoelectron spectra of the m-and opyridinide anions and provide a substantial improvement in resolution for the p-pyridinide detachment spectrum. Comparison of the spectra to B3LYP/6-311+G * calculations enables extraction of multiple vibrational frequencies and EAs for all three radical isomers. While the majority of features in all three spectra are well-described by harmonic Franck-Condon (FC) simulations, anharmonic mixing between vibrational levels of the p-pyridyl radical is proposed as the cause of ∼10 cm −1 experimental peak splittings observed for several detachment transitions from the corresponding anion isomer. To describe the photoelectron angular distributions for all three anions in a unified framework, the mixed-sp model has been expanded to include a d-component following the generalized mixing model developed by Sanov, 42 and the results of this treatment highlight isomeric trends in orbital hybridization for deprotonated pyridine. Finally, the experimental and theoretical results presented here are used to consider the origin of the relative isomeric stabilities for both charge states, and estimates of the CH BDEs of pyridine are obtained using a combined experimental-theoretical approach.
II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
The cryo-SEVI method has been described in detail previously. 34, 36, 41 To generate pyridinide anions, a gas mixture consisting of trace NF 3 in He is passed over a temperature-controlled cartridge containing a molecular precursor. The precursor is entrained in the carrier gas, which then undergoes supersonic expansion through an Even-Lavie valve fitted with a circular filament ionizer. 43 Injection of electrons from the ionizer into the gas expansion results in dissociative electron attachment to NF 3 forming fluoride anions, which react with the molecular precursor to produce the ion of interest.
The use of pyridine as the molecular precursor resulted in formation of both m-and p-pyridinide, as shown in Fig. S1 of the supplementary material. To obtain isomer-specific spectra, the valve cartridge was loaded with the appropriate isomer of trimethylsilyl(TMS)pyridine, which then reacted with F − in the pulsed gas expansion to produce the desired anion isomer and TMS fluoride. 44 ,45 2-(TMS)pyridine was purchased from Sigma Aldrich and used as the precursor for generation of o-pyridinide. The precursors for m-and p-pyridinide were synthesized as described in Sec. S1 of the supplementary material. To prevent isomerization of the 4-(TMS)pyridine precursor, the Even-Lavie valve body was held at a temperature of 25 ○ C.
After supersonic expansion, ions pass through a radiofrequency (RF) hexapole ion guide and quadrupole mass filter and are injected into a RF octupole ion trap. 36 The trap is cooled to ∼5 K by a closedcycle helium compressor and filled with ∼10 −3 Torr of a buffer gas mixture consisting of 20% H 2 in He. While stored in the trap, ions
The Journal of Chemical Physics ARTICLE scitation.org/journal/jcp undergo ∼10 3 -10 4 collisions with the cold buffer gas molecules, resulting in efficient relaxation of rovibrationally and/or electronically excited states to ensure that the detachment spectra are free of hot bands and to reduce spectral broadening from unresolved rotational transitions. Typical ion temperatures are estimated to be ∼10 K at the point of photodetachment using this cooling scheme.
After ∼40 ms in the trap, ions are extracted into an orthogonal Wiley-McLaren time-of-flight mass spectrometer 46 and focused into the interaction region of a velocity-map imaging (VMI) spectrometer, 41, 47 where the ions of interest are photodetached by a tunable laser. The VMI spectrometer is optimized for the collection of slow photoelectrons, as described previously. 34, 41 Two different laser configurations were required to obtain the spectra reported in the current work. For the p-and m-pyridinide anions, the spectra were obtained using the output of a tunable dye laser pumped by the second harmonic of an Nd:YAG laser. Due to the lower electron affinity of the o-pyridyl isomer, a Raman shifter cell containing 380 psi of H 2 48 was used to obtain the photon energies necessary to obtain a high-resolution spectrum for this isomer.
The detached electrons are projected onto a position-sensitive detector comprising two chevron-stacked microchannel plates coupled to a phosphor screen, the back of which is photographed by a CCD camera after each laser shot. 49 These images are analyzed in real-time for individual electron events, the centroids of which are calculated and binned in a grid sufficiently large to ensure that spectral resolution is not limited by pixel size. 50 The 3D electron velocity distribution is reconstructed using the maximum entropy velocity Legendre reconstruction (MEVELER) method, generating a reconstructed image which represents a vertical slice through the diameter of the three-dimensional electron velocity distribution. 51 The radial positions of features in the reconstructed images are related to electron kinetic energy (eKE) by acquisition of images for the well-characterized detachment transitions of Ni − and O − at several photon energies. 52, 53 Spectra are plotted vs electron binding energy (eBE), given by eBE = hv − eKE.
Due to the roughly constant resolving power, ΔeKE/eKE, of the VMI spectrometer, the best resolution is obtained for low-eKE photoelectrons. As such, a cryo-SEVI spectrum is constructed by first acquiring an overview scan taken far from threshold, where the relative intensities of different features are less strongly impacted by near-threshold scaling of the detachment cross section. For each feature of interest in the overview spectrum, a high-resolution scan is then obtained by tuning the detachment laser to within ∼100 cm −1 of the observed eBE, giving narrow windows of the spectrum in high resolution. For detachment from atomic anions, this yields features as narrow as 1.2 cm −1 FWHM; typical peak widths observed in the high-resolution spectra of the current work are on the order of 10 cm
The VMI technique enables simultaneous measurement of the photoelectron angular distribution (PAD) for each detachment transition, given by
where σtot is the total detachment cross section for the transition of interest, P 2 (x) is the second-order Legendre polynomial, θ is the angle of the outgoing electron's velocity vector with respect to the laser polarization axis, and β is the anisotropy parameter. The anisotropy parameter ranges from −1 to +2 corresponding to perpendicular and parallel detachment, respectively, and its variation as a function of eKE reflects the symmetry and angular momentum properties of the anion orbital from which an electron is removed. 26 
III. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
With the exception of the thermochemical calculations detailed below, all computations were carried out at the B3LYP/6-311+G * level using QChem version 5.1. 55 Geometry optimizations for all three anion and neutral isomers were performed giving the results provided in Tables S1-S3 of the supplementary material. Harmonic frequency calculations were also performed for all six species, and the resulting frequencies for all anion and neutral isomers are provided in Table S4 .
The B3LYP/6-311+G * geometries, harmonic frequencies, and normal mode displacements were used as input for the ezSpectrum software package, 56 which calculates the Franck-Condon (FC) factors for detachment from the anion ground state to various vibrational levels of the neutral, including Duschinsky mixing to account for differences between anion and neutral normal modes. To provide a better match with experimental frequencies, the shifts from the origin were scaled by 0.975, 0.977, and 0.979 in the p-, m-, and o-pyridinide FC simulations, respectively. To further improve agreement with experiment for the o-pyridinide spectrum, small displacements along the v5 mode were applied to the B3LYP/6-311+G * equilibrium geometry of o-pyridyl used to calculate the FC profile for this isomer, as described in Sec. V A. A comparison of the B3LYP/6-311+G * equilibrium and shifted FC profiles is presented in Fig. S2 of the supplementary material, and the neutral geometry used for the FC simulation which best matches experiment is summarized in Table S5 . To estimate gas-phase acidities for the three deprotonation sites of pyridine, thermochemical calculations were carried out using Gaussian 16. 57 Absolute enthalpies of pyridine and the three pyridinide anions at T = 298.15 K, as well as those of the neutral radicals, were calculated using the CBS-QB3 method. 58, 59 Experimentaltheoretical gas-phase acidities for the C 3 and C 2 positions are calculated using the experimental ΔH ○ acid of the C 4 position, which is the only position for which an experimental measurement of this quantity is available. With the differences in absolute enthalpies defined as
the acidities of the two carbon positions, for which there are no experimental measurements of ΔH
. The calculated absolute enthalpies for all three anion and neutral isomers, as well as pyridine, are provided in Table S6 of the supplementary material.
IV. RESULTS
The TMS-substituted molecular precursors used for anion generation enable acquisition of isomer-specific cryo-SEVI spectra of p-, m-, and o-pyridinide, shown in Figs energies, and black traces are low-eKE, high-resolution scans taken closer to threshold. The red stick spectra show the Franck-Condon simulations used for vibrational assignments and will be discussed in more detail in Sec. V.
The cryo-SEVI spectrum of p-pyridinide ( Fig. 2 ) exhibits a number of well-resolved transitions (p1-p23) with typical peak widths of 8-10 cm −1 FWHM. The binding energies of these features are summarized in Table S7 of the supplementary material. The spectrum in Fig. 2 represents a substantial improvement over prior results, and the lowest eBE peak at p1 gives an EA of 1.4797(5) eV for the p-pyridyl radical. The vibrational progressions reported by Wren and co-workers 27 are observed here in higher resolution, giving refined frequencies of 603 (5) cm
and 1020(6) cm −1 (p1-p4, p2-p9, etc.). In addition to these previously resolved progressions, new underlying vibrational structure is observed. As shown in Fig. 5 , high-resolution scans taken close to threshold show that feature p10 is a doublet of peaks (p10a/b) split by 9 cm −1 . Similar splittings are found for peaks p17, p22, and p23.
The cryo-SEVI spectrum of m-pyridinide (Fig. 3) represents the first reported PE spectrum for this anion isomer and shows vibrational structure similar to that observed for the para isomer. Features in the m1-m28 series (Table S8 of the supplementary material) have typical peak widths of 9-11 cm −1 FWHM. The first peak occurs at a slightly lower eBE than is seen in the p-pyridinide spectrum, giving an EA of 1.4473(5) eV for the m-pyridyl radical. The vibrational structure in this spectrum shows a dominant progression (m1-m3-m8-m16-m25) with ∼650 cm −1 splitting, and the remaining intense features observed in the overview spectrum (m4, m11, m21) correspond to a modulation of this progression by a mode with frequency 974(6) cm −1 . In addition, the high-resolution traces show a number of weak transitions that are obscured by more intense features in the overview spectrum.
FIG. 3.
Cryo-SEVI spectrum of m-pyridinide. The blue trace corresponds to an overview spectrum taken with a photon energy of 15 873 cm −1 , and the black traces are highresolution scans taken near threshold. A Franck-Condon simulation based on B3LYP/6-311+G * results is shown as red sticks, where shifts from the origin have been scaled by a factor of 0.977.
FIG. 4.
Cryo-SEVI spectrum of o-pyridinide. The blue trace corresponds to an overview spectrum taken with a photon energy of 11 300 cm −1 , and the black traces are highresolution scans taken near threshold. The Franck-Condon simulation based on the shifted neutral geometry is shown as a red stick spectrum, where the neutral frequencies have been scaled by a factor of 0.979. The cryo-SEVI spectrum of the o-pyridinide isomer, shown in Fig. 4 , comprises a number of features (o1-o25) with similar resolution to that obtained for the other two anion isomers. The peak positions and widths are summarized in Table S9 of the supplementary material. As is the case for the other isomers, the cryo-SEVI spectrum of o-pyridinide is dominated by a single progression (o1-o2-o8-o18), which is modulated by several less intense patterns. This dominant progression gives a harmonic frequency of 649 (5) The laser scheme used to obtain the high-resolution spectra of the o-pyridinide anion involves a single-pass Raman shifter cell, which extends the tuning range of the dye laser system to photon energies as low as ∼7300 cm −1 . 48 This is still several hundred cm −1 above the photon energies that would be required to obtain optimal resolution for the vibrational origin (o1), and as a result, this feature has a larger reported width (30 cm −1 FWHM) than the higher-eBE features o2-o26 (7-10 cm −1 FWHM). Thus, rather than using feature o1 to extract the electron affinity of the neutral radical, we take the EA to be given by the eBE of the first feature in the dominant progression (o2) minus the harmonic frequency of 649(5) cm −1 extracted from the dominant progression, giving a final EA of 0.8669(7) eV for the o-pyridyl radical. This value of the EA is used to calculate the shifts of features o2-o26 given in Table S9 .
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V. DISCUSSION
A. Vibrational assignments
p-pyridinide
The cryo-SEVI spectrum of p-pyridinide (Fig. 2) shows excellent agreement with the B3LYP/6-311+G * Franck-Condon simulation, providing vibrational assignments for the majority of observed features as transitions terminating in FC-allowed vibrational levels of p-pyridyl. These assignments are presented in Table S7 of the supplementary material. The dominant progression (p1-p2-p10-p17) is assigned to the v 9 mode, a ring distortion mode which heavily involves the radical-centered C 3 -C 4 -C 3 angle (see Fig. S4 of the supplementary material). The high degree of FC activity for this mode arises from the relatively large change in this geometrical parameter, which increases from 110.2 ○ to 124.0 ○ between the anion and neutral equilibrium geometries. Four other vibrational frequencies are extracted based on the positions of the corresponding vibrational fundamentals relative to the vibrational origin (p3-p7). These frequencies are summarized in Table I , where they are compared to the calculated B3LYP/6-311+G * harmonic values.
The high-resolution scan for feature p10 ( 41 In that case, the totally symmetric 1v 39 vibrational state interacts with a totally symmetric combination band of nontotally symmetric modes, resulting in an 8 cm −1 splitting in the v 39 fundamental (as well as FC-predicted combination bands involving this mode). Consideration of the B3LYP harmonic frequencies of the ppyridyl radical (Table S4 of the supplementary material) shows that the closest totally symmetric combination band which could give rise to the 10 cm −1 splitting is the 1v 8 + 2v 16 level, whose calculated harmonic energy is 9 cm −1 higher than that of 3v 9 . Thus, we tentatively assign the state which interacts with 3v 9 to give rise to the splitting observed for features p10a/b (p17a/b, p22a/b, p23a/b) to the 8 
m-pyridinide
The B3LYP/6-311+G * FC simulation for detachment from mpyridinide, shown as red sticks in Fig. 3 , accounts for all observed transitions in the cryo-SEVI spectrum for this isomer, allowing for assignment of peaks m1-m28 as detachment transitions terminating in totally symmetric vibrational levels of the m-pyridyl radical. These assignments are provided in Table S8 of the supplementary material. The dominant progression (m1-m3-m8-m16-m25) is attributed to the v 16 vibrational mode, a ring distortion that involves the C 4 -C 3 -C 2 bond angle centered on the deprotonated carbon atom. The second-most FC active mode which modulates the v 16 progression (m4, m11, m21) is identified as v 17 , another ring-distortion mode that involves the C 2 -N-C 2 and C 3 -C 4 -C 3 angles. A total of 7 vibrational modes of m-pyridyl play a role in the spectrum; these are pictured in Fig. S5 of the supplementary material, and their experimental frequencies are reported in Table II . Several of the measured frequencies have been identified previously in the matrix-IR study of the products formed by photolysis of 3-iodopyridine, 20 and the reported IR frequencies are included in Table II . As was the case for the para isomer, the strong involvement of ring-distortion modes involving the C 4 -C 3 -C 2 angle centered on the radical carbon can be attributed to the difference in equilibrium values between anion and neutral (110.8 ○ and 123.8 ○ , respectively).
o-pyridinide
The experimental cryo-SEVI spectrum of o-pyridinide shows excellent agreement with the Franck-Condon simulation in Fig. 4 , enabling assignment of all resolved features (Table S9 ). The dominant progression (o1-o2-o8-o18) is assigned to the v 16 mode, an inplane ring distortion which involves bending of the C 2 -N-C 2 angle as well as stretching of the C 2 -C 3 bonds (Fig. S6) . Other vibrational , were previously assigned in the matrix isolation study of Korte and co-workers, 20 who gave frequencies of 1044 and 565 cm −1 , respectively.
The FC simulation based on the B3LYP/6-311+G * equilibrium geometries ( ). This feature was not observed in the experimental spectrum. Such a discrepancy can result from slight inaccuracies in the calculated anion/neutral geometries, which then leads to overestimation or underestimation of the displacement along particular vibrational modes corresponding to anomalously high or low FC intensities. To investigate this possibility in the opyridinide detachment spectrum, a number of FC simulations were performed for detachment from the B3LYP/6-311+G * equilibrium anion geometry to a neutral geometry defined by ⃗ r
eq is the B3LYP/6-311+G * equilibrium position of atom i,
5 is the atomic displacement vector for atom i associated with v5, and ξ defines the magnitude of the shift. This parameter was varied to yield shifted neutral geometries, which were then used to calculate the Franck-Condon profile for detachment from the equilibrium anion geometry. This enabled determination of the magnitude of shift ξ necessary to account for the absence of the 5 1 0 transition in the experimental spectrum.
As shown in Fig. S2 of the supplementary material, the FC intensity of this transition is approximately quadratic in ξ, reaching a minimum at a shift of ξ=−0.0625. The corresponding root-mean-square change in the neutral geometry, defined by
1/2 , is only 0.062 Å, with the most substantial Table S5 ). Given the fairly small geometry adjustment required to bring the calculated intensity of the v5 fundamental to near-zero, we take the absence of the 5 1 0 transition in the cryo-SEVI spectrum to be a consequence of the true neutral geometry, which differs slightly from that predicted by B3LYP/6-311+G * calculations. The ξ = −0.0625 FC simulation is shown alongside the experimental results in Fig. 4 , and a comparison of this simulation to that obtained using the neutral equilibrium B3LYP/6-311+G * geometry is provided in Fig. S2 . Figure 6 shows the eKE-dependence of the anisotropy parameters observed for detachment from the three pyridinide anions. It was found that for each isomer, all resolved features show similar anisotropies, indicating that each spectrum in Figs. 2-4 involves a single electronic transition. The PADs for the three isomers are clearly different; the para and meta isomers show perpendicular detachment (β < 0), with the para isomer yielding slightly more negative values of β. The ortho isomer exhibits parallel detachment (β > 0) at low-eKEs that tends toward near-zero anisotropies as eKE increases.
B. Photoelectron angular distributions
The measured PADs reflect the angular momentum composition of the outgoing electron, which in turn is related to the anion orbital from which detachment occurs. For the pyridinide anions, the relevant orbitals are taken to be the highest-occupied molecular orbitals (HOMOs) shown in Fig. 7 . These orbitals show that as the site of deprotonation moves toward the heteroatom, the resultant anion HOMO becomes more delocalized, with more involvement of the heteroatom. In particular, the HOMO of the ortho isomer shows considerable electron density around the nitrogen atom, as well as distinct nodal structure along the C 2 -N bond. Given the clear distinctions between the observed PADs, we aim to develop a conceptual framework that can connect these isomeric trends.
The anisotropy parameter for detachment from an anion orbital with well-defined angular momentum l is described by the 
FIG. 7.
Highest-occupied molecular orbitals of the three pyridinide anions as determined at the B3LYP/6-311+G * level of theory.
Cooper-Zare equation [Eq. (S2)]. 54 For l > 0, the outgoing electron is a superposition of l + 1 and l − 1 partial waves; at low eKEs, the relative scaling of these detachment channels is governed by the Wigner threshold law, 60 allowing for a direct expression of β as a function of eKE (Sec. S3a). For molecules, l is not a good quantum number, and such a single-l treatment is unlikely to adequately describe observed angular distributions. Previously, the PAD for detachment from p-pyridinide has been modeled using the mixed-sp formulation of Sanov and co-workers (Sec. S3b), 28, 31 where the detached anion orbital is assumed to be a combination of an s (|0⟩) and p (|1⟩) component with fractional p-character γ 1 , i.e., 60, 61 Here, A 1 describes the relative scaling between the p → d and p → s detachment channels, and B 1 quantifies the relative scaling for the s → p and p → s channels.
With these assumptions, an explicit expression for the eKE(ε)-dependence of the anisotropy parameter may then be derived in terms of the fractional p-character γ 1 as well as the A 1 and B 1 coefficients [Eq. (S5)]. For detachment from an orbital localized on a particular atomic center, the choice of A 1 and B 1 is fairly straightforward; in the previously reported treatment of p-pyridinide and other deprotonated aromatic anions, 29 the basis set parameterization was set to that typical for detachment from a 2s-2p orbital centered on a carbon atom, A 1 = 0.75 eV −1 and B 1 = 8A 1 /3 (corresponding to Z 0 = Z 1 = 0.885). 62, 63 Using these, Eq. (S5) gives a single-parameter expression for β(ε) that can be fit to experimental data to extract the fractional p-character of the detached orbital, giving a direct link between the experimental PAD and the orbital hybridization of the anion. 29, 32 The formulation of the mixed-sp model has since been expanded to a generalized mixing model, 42 described in Sec. S3c of the supplementary material. In the generalized model, the detached MO is taken to be a linear combination of an arbitrary number of angular momentum components, |ΨMO⟩ = ∑ l √ γ l |l⟩. This expansion of |ΨMO⟩ in terms of an atomic orbital basis set is valid for any orbital so long as it is centered about a particular point in space; thus, while these mixing models have typically been applied to orbitals which are primarily localized on a particular atom, a more delocalized orbital may also be treated so long as it is reasonably described by a single-center function. The resulting expression for the anisotropy parameter is given in Eq. (S6).
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For p-pyridinide, the C-centered 2s-2p model is a logical choice for treating the anion HOMO, and the strong resemblance between the m-and p-pyridinide orbitals suggests that this is also an appropriate starting point for describing the meta isomer. However, the o-pyridinide HOMO (Fig. 7) is better described as being centered along the C 2 -N bond, and this picture suggests that appreciable dcharacter should be accounted for in an adequate treatment of this isomer. Thus, to understand the PADs of all three pyridinide isomers within a single conceptual framework, we have developed a mixedspd model for photoelectron angular distributions as determined by Sanov's general formula.
The mixed-spd basis set consists of the same 2s and 2p hydrogenic orbitals (parameterized by Z 0 and Z 1 ) as well as a 3d function [Eq. (S7), with charge parameter Z 2 ] so that
As described in Sec. S3d of the supplementary material, the introduction of an l = 2 contribution to the molecular orbital results in two new Hanstorp coefficients, A 2 and B 2 , which are fully determined by the basis set parameterization in a similar manner as 
Here, we have neglected the phase shifts between outgoing l + 1 and l − 1 partial waves for simplicity. To apply this model to the pyridinide anions, we must first determine an appropriate parameterization of the basis set defined by Eqs. (S3) and (S7). We fix Z 0 and Z 1 to the values presented above for the para isomer, Z 0 = Z 1 = 0.885. Based on the orbitals in Fig. 7 , the ortho isomer is expected to show the most appreciable d-character, and so the experimental PAD for this isomer was fit to Eq. (4) to determine an appropriate value of Z 2 . This gives parameter values of Z 2 = 1.45 (8) , γ 1 = 0.03 (2) , and γ 2 = 0.68 (13) for the ortho isomer. The extracted value of Z 2 as well as the previously set value of Z 1 gives Hanstorp coefficients of A 2 = 0.5 and B 2 = 2.1 eV −1 .
To treat the other two isomers, this value of Z 2 = 1.45 is fixed, and the fractional p-and d-characters are extracted by fitting Eq. (4) to the experimental PAD for the meta and para isomers. The results of this mixed-spd treatment are shown as solid lines in Fig. 6 , and the extracted fractional s, p, and d characters are presented in Table IV for all three isomers. These results agree well with the intuitive expectations given the appearance of the HOMOs in Fig. 7 . The p-pyridinide isomer shows zero fractional d-character, as expected (12) for a PAD that is well-described by the mixed-sp model. The mpyridinide isomer shows similar fractional character, with slightly more s-character and small nonzero d-character. The o-pyridinide isomer is roughly two-thirds d-character, with very little p-character. This trend suggests that, as the site of deprotonation moves toward the carbon atom, the fractional d character in the resultant anion HOMO increases. This is not a result of the involvement of atomic d-orbitals but rather due to the increased delocalization of the orbital resulting from the involvement of N-centered p-like orbitals, leading to a greater number of angular nodes which are associated with higher angular momenta.
C. Bond-dissociation energies of pyridine and isomeric stabilities
Previously, the measured gas-phase acidity of the C 4 position of the pyridine ring ΔH ○ acid (C 4 ) = 389.9 ± 2.0 kcal mol −1 was used in conjunction with the experimental electron affinity of the p-pyridyl radical to calculate the bond dissociation enthalpy of the C 4 H bond of pyridine,
where IE(H) = 313.6 kcal mol −1 is the ionization energy of atomic hydrogen. The measurement of the EAs for the other two radical isomers motivates a similar calculation for the C 3 H and C 2 H BDEs. However, due to the relative stability of the p-pyridinide isomer, experimental measurements of ΔH ○ acid (C 3 ) and ΔH ○ acid (C 2 ) are not available. Thus, instead of using purely experimental results to calculate the meta and ortho analogs of Eq. (5), we employ a hybrid experimental-theoretical approach akin to that used previously to treat the oxazole 29 and furan 32 C-H bonds, as was discussed briefly in Sec. III.
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The CBS-QB3 method is a chemically accurate procedure which can be used to calculate absolute enthalpies of molecular species. This was used to obtain the enthalpy change associated with heterolytic C-H bond cleavage, i.e., the gas-phase acidity,
for all three anion isomers. For each carbon position on the pyridine ring, we first find δn [Eq. (2)], which expresses the difference in gas-phase acidities as compared to the 4-position for which an experimental value is already available. The CBS-QB3 enthalpies of the pyridinide anions for T = 298 K (Table S6 of the supplementary material) give δ 2 = 9.9 and δ 3 = 1.7 kcal mol −1 . Taking these differences to be accurate to within 2.0 kcal mol −1 -the uncertainty on the experimental measurement of ΔH ○ acid (C 4 )-we then estimate the gas-phase acidity of the C 2 and C 3 positions of pyridine as
giving ΔH ○ acid (C 3 ) = 391.6 ± 2.0 and ΔH ○ acid (C 2 ) = 399.8 ± 2.0 kcal mol −1 . Using the experimental EAs provided in Tables I-III as well as equations analogous to Eq. (5), we obtain enthalpies of BDE(C 3 H) = 111.4 ± 2.0 and BDE(C 2 H) = 106.2 ± 2.0 kcal mol
for pyridine. The purely experimental value of BDE(C 4 H) calculated using the cryo-SEVI value for the EA of p-pyridyl is identical to that reported previously, 110.4 ± 2.0 kcal mol −1 .
It should be noted that the measured EAs technically correspond to a temperature of 0 K and thus should be corrected in order to be used alongside the T = 298 K quantities included in Eq. Table S6 and is found to be < 0.2 kcal mol −1 for all three isomers. As this is substantially smaller than the uncertainty in the experimental gas phase acidity of the C 4 position, we have neglected this correction here. Table V presents the experimental-theoretical values for BDE(CnH) and ΔH ○ acid (Cn), the δn values used in calculation of ΔH ○ acid (Cn), and the experimental EAs for the pyridyl radicals obtained from the cryo-SEVI spectra. These thermodynamic quantities reflect the relative energies of the anion and neutral isomers, which are provided in Fig. 1 similarly close in energy, resulting in similar gas-phase acidities for the meta and para carbons of pyridine. This similarity is consistent with the observation that both anion isomers are formed by deprotonation of pyridine by F − (Fig. S1 ). The small energy differences found in both charge states for these two isomers are the cause of the small difference in EAs (∼30 meV) determined for the p-and m-pyridyl radicals.
The ortho isomer of both anion and neutral has energies which deviate more substantially from the other two isomers. The o-pyridyl radical is more stable than the other two isomers by 5 kcal mol −1 , in agreement with the result that the C 2 position of pyridine has the weakest CH bond. The stabilization of the o-pyridyl radical has previously been suggested to be a consequence of two-center three-electron (2c, 3e) interactions between the unpaired electron and nitrogen lone pair for this radical isomer. 17 In contrast, the opyridinide anion is the highest-energy isomer for this charge state, lying several hundred millielectron volt above the other two anion isomers. This shift is attributed to destabilizing steric interactions resulting from repulsion of the C-and N-centered lone pairs. Thus, whereas the proximity between the site of deprotonation and the nitrogen lone pair results in stabilization of the neutral radical through (2c, 3e) bonding, the addition of an extra electron results in destabilization due to repulsion between the adjacent lone pairs. These effects are reflected in the low EA of o-pyridyl, a consequence of the simultaneous stabilization of the neutral and destabilization of the anion.
VI. CONCLUSION
High-resolution photoelectron spectra have been obtained for all three pyridinide anion isomers, yielding insight into the vibronic structure and energetics of the three pyridyl radicals. This work represents the first reported photoelectron spectra for the m-and o-pyridinide isomers and provides a substantial improvement in resolution over prior results for p-pyridinide. The resultant spectra are found to be in good agreement with Franck-Condon simulations based on B3LYP/6-311+G * calculations, enabling extraction of a number of vibrational frequencies for each neutral isomer. In addition to resolving fine structure that would be obscured in a lower-resolution experiment, these results allow for observation of subtle vibrational effects such as anharmonic coupling between close-lying vibrational levels of the p-pyridyl radical.
The photoelectron angular distributions have been modeled using a three-component implementation of the generalized mixing model proposed by Sanov, 42 revealing chemically intuitive isomeric trends in the highest-occupied molecular orbitals of the pyridinide anions. Whereas the p-pyridinide PAD is found to be well-described by a HOMO consisting only of s and p components, the o-pyridinide PAD suggests substantially more d-character in the detached orbital. This analysis indicates that as the distance between the deprotonated carbon and the heteroatom is decreased, the angular momentum of the detached orbital is increased, which is related to the extent of delocalization of this MO. Finally, the measured electron affinities of each neutral radical were used with experimental and theoretical gas-phase acidities to obtain experimental-theoretical estimations of the CH bond dissociation enthalpies of pyridine, and these energies are related to the relative stabilities of the anion and neutral isomers.
